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Olympic Dreams: 
Representations of Aborigines 
in the Australian Media 

Abstract 
The paper discusses the manner in whic!ı indigenous Australians are represented ih the Australian 
media. lt queries whether the seemingly positive representations in the Opening Ceremony of the 
2000 Sydney Olympics are representative of more general media representations of Australia's 
indigenous peoples. it re.:ıds the indigenous presence in the Opening Ceremony as an engagement 
with polltical!y c!ıarged debates in Australia on whether and how to promote reconcifüıtion 
between indigenous and settler communities. it concludes by arguing that. while the Opening 
Ceremony can be read as a significant improvement on mainstream media representations, it leli 
significantıy short of constitutiİ1g a progressive rearticulation of tlıe centra! place of Aboriginies in 
Austra!ia's co!onial history and contemporary society 
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Olympic Dreaıns: Representations of 
Aborigines in the Australian Media 

If you watched the Opening Ceremony of the Sydney 
Olympic Games, you would be excused for thinking that 
Australians are well reconciled to their Aboriginal heritage. 
Here was a perforn1ance that aimed to depict Austrulian 
history-a hi/ story in which Aboriginal people feature 
prominently. it goes something like this ... 

ünce upon a time there were rich and vibrant Aboriginal 
cullmes whose dreamings emergecl from the vastness of the 

landscape ancl the mysteries of the seas. To this came settlers 
who brought new drean1ings of new beginnings, achieved 
through toil ancl ingemtity. Migrants too brought their labour, 
but alsa their cultures, resulting in an explosion of cultural 

cliversity ancl the creation ofa richly C'(Smopolitan society that 
nanetheless remainecl inflectecl by its relationship with the 
environınent, particularly the vast, hot centre and its encircling 
seas. 

Our Aboriginal peoples, the story goes, have travelled the 
path with us. Their on-going presence continues to enrich our 
lives. They give meaning to our existence in this land through 
their culture ancl the welcome that they bestow upon us. 
Without them non-/,boriginal Australia woulcl not be what it is 
today. 

They are themselves a diverse people. Some are traditional 

and son1e are contemporary; the latter personified in Cathy 
Freeman, Australia's gold winning 400-metre sprinter. Cathy 
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Freeman is here the exemplar of Aboriginal achievement ancl 
her pivotal ceremonial role of torch lighter the indication of 

how central Aboriginality is to Australian identity. 

This was the hi/story of our history that the Olympic 
Opening Ceremony comrnittee wishecl to present. A nation 

'reborn in unity so that we can all be as one mob', a nation 

where 'acceptance without questioning' prevails, where 

judgement is reservecl (TWI Praduction 2000, Ernie Dingo 

commentary). These characteristics are enablecl by the 

Aboriginal songmen who, through their traditional smoking 

cereınony, call us into unity and rid us all of our den1ons. Thus 

it is, according to this hi/ story, that core aspects of the 
Australian national character are linked syınbolically to 

Aboriginal tradition. 

Those watching the Ceremony may have been confused 

by the ext~nt to \Vhich these representations contradict so 

much of ıvhat is heard in the international media of 

indigenous and non-indigenous relations in Australia. üne 
has only to depart Australian shores to be reminded of ou:· 

poor reputation in this regard. Was the situation changing, or 

was the O,ympic Opening Ceremony simply an obscenelı, 

indulgent exercise in global PR? 1 argue that, while batlı 

readings are at soıne level incontrovertible, neither is 

sufficiently nuanced to fully ascertain the hi/story's 

ideological effects. 
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The Context 

The Olympics took place at a very difficult moment in 
indigenous politics in Australia. The conservative-led Federal 

Government had repeatedly made known its reluctance and 
resistance towards atteınpts to improve relations between non

indigenous and indigenous Australians. Most of these attempts 
occuired under the banner of 'reconciliation'. in 1991, the 

previous Prime Minister Paul Keating had instigated official 
attempts ta promote reconciliation through the creation of the 

Council far AboriginaL Reconciliation. The Council's mandate 
was not only to pron1ote reconciliation in tl1e community, but 
alsa ta ascertain whether the community would support a 

forma! commitment of Commonwealth and State Governments 
ta the reconciliation process (Council far Aboriginal 
Reconciliation, 2000b: viii). By 1997, the Council had determined 

that this forma! commitrnent would take the form ofa Document 

of reconciliation (Council far Aboriginal Reconciliation, 2000b: 
72-76). The Document would commit governments ta strategies 

aimed at substantially improving the circumstances and life 

chances of indigenous people. The Council was required by 
legislation ta present the Document (what later became 
Documents) of Reconciliation ta the Govemment by May 2000. 

The conservative Government led by Prime Minister John 
1-Ioward was therefore presented with Documents of 
Reconciliation that it had not commissioned and was not at ali 

inclined ta support. The central document is .called the 
Australian Declaration Towards Reconciliation (Council far 

Aboriginal Reconciliation, 2000a). This one-page Declaration 
touches on highly sensitive issues that have been cenh·al ta 

Aboriginal political demands since the beginning of colonialism

the moment they cali invasion: An acknowledgement of prior 
Aboriginal ownership of the land; an acknowledgement that the 

land was taken from the Aboriginal people without consent; and 
an acknowledgement of the spiritual relationship between the 

Aboriginal peoples and their land. The Declaration concludes 
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with the pledge 'ta stop injustice, overcome disadvantage, and 
respect that Aboriginal and Torres Sh·ait Islander peoples have 
the right ta self-determination within the life of the nation'. lts 
'hope is far a united Australia thaı respects this land of ours; 
values the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander heritage; and 
provides justice and equity far ali'.' 

Throughout its period in office, the Government had felt 
buoyed in its uncompromisingly tough stance on reconciliation 
by the rising !eve! of support far ultra-conservative political 
parties-some might say neo-fascist-that shunned reconciliation. 
Foremost among these was the üne Nation Party led by Pauline 
Hanson who's highly racist statements, not only regarding 
Aborigines, received considerable media coverage and 
apparently resonated with a sizeable section of the electorate. A 
central argument put forward by Pauline !-!ansan and others 
was that Aboriginal people were not at ali discriminated against; 
rather they were relatively privileged when compared to white 
Australia because they received special benefits on the grounds 
of their race. This theme was raised in her first speech in 
Parlian1ent which received blanket media coverage: 

We nozv lıave a sitııation zvlıere a type of reverse rncisnı is 
applied to ıııainstreaııı Aııstralians by tlıose w/ıo promote 
political corrcctncss aııd 1/ıose w/ıo control tlıe vanoııs 
taxpnycr fıındcd 'indııstries' that jloıırislı in oıır society 
serviciııg Aboriginnls, ııııılticııltııralists aııd a lıost of otlı~r 
miııority groııps' (Coıımıonwealtlı of Aııstmlıa 
Pa..Ziaıneııtary Debates, W Septcıııber 1996). 

This discourse of privilege took on another inflection when 
'articulated by Prime Minister Jolm 1-loward. For Howard, the 
aim of Govemment policy was equality-ensuring that each 
person in Australia had equal rights ancl opportunities. The 
corollary of this notion of equality was that na group should get 
'special treatment'. 

1-loward's idea of equality is one that shuns the notion of 
difference. it is an equality of process-equality before the law, 
employment equality, equality of access to Government 

Austrnlian Dedar.ıtion 
Tow.:ırds Reconciliation: We, 
the peoples of Australia, of 
many origins as we are, 
ma~ a commitment to go 
on together in a spirit of 
rcconciliation, We value the 
unique status of Aborigimıl 
and Torres Strait IslandC'r 
peopks as tlw original 
owners and rustodüıns of 
lands and w.ıters. Wı? 
recognise this land and its 
waters were settfod as 
colonies without trcaty or 
conscnt. Reaffirming the 
human rights of ali 
Austra!i.:ıns, we respc-ct and 
recognist' continuing 
custoınary laws, beliefs and 
trnditions. nuough 
und!!rstan<ling the spiritual 
f(']ationship betWet'n th'-' 
1.ınd and its fir:.t peopfos, we 
sluıre our future and Jive in 
harmony. Our nation must 
hav(' the cour,ıge to own tlıe 
truth, to lıc.:ıl thc wounds of 
its p.:ıst so thııt wc can movc 
on togcther at p{'.ıcc with 
ourselves. Rcconcili.ıtion 
must livc in the he.:ırts .:ınd 
minds of ali Austr,ıliııns. 
M.:ıny stcps havc becn tak.en, 
many steps rem.:ıin as we 
learn our shııred lıistorics. 
As we w.:ılk llıc journcy of 
healing. one pıırt of thc 
nation apologises and 
expr!!sses its sorrow ıınd 
sincere regret for thc 
injustices of the past, so the 
other par_t accepts thc 
ııpologies ıınd forgivcs. \Ve 
dcsiw ıı futurn where ali 
Australians cnjoy thcir 
rights, accept thcir 
r,•sponsibilities, ıınd have 
thl' opportunity to achievc 
thdr ful\ potentiaL And so, 
wc pledg(' ourselves to stop 
inju$lice, overcom(' 
di~.:ıdvantage, .:ınd respcct 
that Aboriginal ıınd Torrı!S 
Strnit Islan<lL•r pcop!cs h.:ıvc 
thc right to sclf. 
determinalion within the life 
of thc n.:ıtion. 
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Our hopt> h for .:ı uniteJ 
Austr.:ıli.:ı th.:ıt re$pcds this 
l.:ınd of ours; values the 
Abcıriginal and Torrt'S Strait 
bl.:ınJer hcritagc; and 
pwviJes justicQ-.:ınJ ı"!uqity 
for .:ıll. 

services. The argument goes that if these procedural aspects of 
equality are in place and equality is not the outcome, then the 
blame falls on the individuals who fail to take advantage of 

these opportı.ınities. The idea that people do not start with the 
same power ta access these opportunities is outside this 
discursive fran1e of reference. In particular, the idea that 
people's difference results in their being subjected to 
stigmatising practices that impair their ability to exploit 
opportunities is not acknowledged. Aboriginal people in 
Australia have been worn down by over two centuries of 
ethnocide, dispossession, chronic suborclination and manifest 
disadvantage. A popular song written 'and sung by the 
Australian musician Paul Kelly plays on this idea that 
Aboriginal people today receive 'special treatment', saying that 
such destructive practices towards Aborigines are indeed 
special in the sense that no other ethnic group in Australia's 
colonial history has been subjected to them (Kelly, 1999: 66-67). 

Howard's argument on equality evokes the 

assimilationist policies that officially guided Gbvernment 
practices towards Aborigines from the 1930s to the 1960s. As 
Meaghan Morris argues, assin1ilation may have been a generic 
colonial policy across various societies cluring this period, but 
it was ınore than a rnere generalised ideology: it was enacted 
in very specific ways through plans put in place by the 
Australian Government, each of which could have been 
formulated ancl enactecl otherwise. They were, in other ıvords, 
specific to Australian colonialisrn ancl had dire practical 

consequences lor their recipients that were alsa specific to the 
Australian circuınstance. The n1ost chilling practice was that of 
taking away Aboriginal babies and children from their 
rnothers in an atteınpt to force an extern1ination of 
Aboriginality. This practice has received considerable 
notoriety in recent years as a resul! of a 1997 inquiry into the 
practice by the Australian Human Rights and Equal 

Opportunity Commission which describecl those removed 
from their families as 'the stolen generations'. As a result of 
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this inquiry, as Morris writes, "We cannot not know now that 

the extermination of Aboriginality-culture, iclentity, kinship
was the airn of assimilation. 'Assiınilation' in this context was 

understood in the bodily sense of the term: it did not mean (as 
it could have) working lor social and economic equality and 

rnutual enrichrnent between Aboriginal and European 

peoples, but the swallowing up, the absorption, of the lormer 
by the latter" (13). 

This political context, in particular the hostility of the 
Government towards progressing Aboriginal rights, helps 

explain how the Opening Ceremony could be interpreted as a 
progressive rendition of Australian history. The mere fact that 
Aboriginal people were made to be such a prominent par! of 

the hi / story was itself subversive in the context. Moreover, the 

Ceremony picked up on key themes in the Australian 
Declaration Towards Reconciliation, in particular the idea that 

black and white Australians should symbolically walk hand in 
hand towards the future. The symbiosis was affirmed by the 

Council lor Aboriginal Reconciliation when it used an image 

from the Opening Ceremony of the Aboriginal songman and 

the young white gir! walking hand in hand to adam the cover 
of its final report to Government (December 2000). Indeed, in 

the report, the Chairınan of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

lslander Commission Geoff Clarke described the 20İJO 

Olympics as "A powerful healing statement lor Aboriginal 

Australia" adding: "This was evident from the very beginning. 
The recognition of our culture in the creation scenes at the 

opening ceremony, the sınoking ceremony, acknowledgement 

of our flag and symbols demonstrated true and proper respect 
lor our people. it was a celebration of our survival. I anı sure 

many will see the ceren1ony asa unifying point in our history, 

a milestone on the road ta reconciliation from which there 
should be no turning back" (Geoff Clark, 2000). 

Clark's comment suggests the extent to which the Opening 

Ceremony departed from the ways that Aboriginal people have 
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been represented in public discourse. While the Opening 
Ceremony's representations were, as I will argue, not 
representative, they did tap into the desires of an increasing 
number of Australians to support the reconciliation process. On 
the weekend when the Documents of Reconciliation were 

presented to the Federal Government at a ceremony at the 
Sydney Opera House, over 250,000 people walked across the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge in support of reconciliation. Other 
marches took place in other capital cities and were well 
attended. it is tempting to think that the euphoric faces of the 
spectators at the Olympic Opening Ceremony in part derived 

from this emerging spiril. We can only hope. 

Media Representations Otherwise 

Media reporting of Aboriginal issues has been considered 
by several Government agencies and is discussed in v,n 

emerging body of academic research. Aboriginal groupshave 
long registered complaints with Government bodies concerning 
racist ınedia coverage. The Australian Comınunity Relations 
Office which was in existence from 1975-1981 received around 

4,000 complaints of racial discrin1ination, a significant 
proportion of which were against the media (Meadows, 2001: 
42). Meadows writes that the Comınunity Relations 
Commissioner Al Grasby commented at the end of his tenure 
that the media's function appeared to be "chiefly that of 
defending the invasion and subsequenl dispossession" (42). in 

1991, two reports by Governınent agencies-The Report of the 
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody and the 

Human Rights Comınission National Inquiry into Racist 
Violence-commented in some detail on the nature of media 
representations of Aborigines. in particular, the report on 

Aboriginal deaths in custody found that the media lended to 
exhibit 'a number of habitual and widespread detriınental 

practices' that resulted in persistenl negative stereotyping 

(Mickler, 1998: 58). These stereotypes fail mainly into two 
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categories (Hartley, 1996). Üne is mobilised through a discourse 
of prolection. This discourse contends that real, authentic 
Aborigines-the image here is of full-blooded Aborigines that 
!ive in remote areas and are relatively untouched by Westem 
influence-need protection from the state to guard them from 
modemising forces that they are cu]turally and intellectually ili 
equipped to negotiate. This is, in effect, a discourse of 
infantalisation. The second is a discourse of correction-the idea 
of Aborigina] people, particularly youth, as deviant anda threal 
to white society resulting in their being a legitimale target of 
contro] and correction. According to Stephen Mickler in his 
analysis of media reporting in Western Australia, the discourse 
of correction acquired considerable prominence in the media in 
the early 1970s and has since become almost routine. Indeed, he 
writes, "!here has been a particularly virulent news discourse 
about Aboriginal youth in the press and electronic media in 
Perth since 1990, a dramatically increased visualisation of them 
as criminals, as major instigators of disorder" (19). 

The media's ready !apse into a discourse of deviancy when 
discussing Aboriginal issues is one of the 'detrimental practices' 

referred to in the 1991 reporl. The Report noted that this 
emphasis was often the practical consequence of joumalists 
basing their stories on police briefings. To illustrate this point it 
discussed a 60 Mimıtes story about Aboriginal people living in 

a Sydney inner-city suburb that was considered particularly 
offensive by Aboriginal witnesses who appeared before the 
lnquiry. It was not so ınuch a rnatter of overtly racist coınrnents 
from the joumalist but rathei the fact that the story was filmed 
while on lour with the police and that the journalist was clearly 
in sympathy with the views being expressed by the police 
(Mickler, 1998: 58-59). The tendency to accept and promote 
police inlerpretations of events involving Aborigines is a feature 
of a great dea] of past and present reporting. Stories on 
Aboriginal drunkedness in rura] towns have become almost 
emblematic, partiçularly on coınmercial television, and often 

focus on police attempts lo remove drunks from the town 
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streets. In such news stories, another of the 'detrin1ental 

practices' is apparent-that of an inadequate socio-political 
contextualisation of the events reported on. Generally little 
attempt is n1ade to consider why substance abuse is such a 

problen1 in certain Aboriginal comn1tn1ities. Such consideration 

would surely necessitate a discussion of the effects over several 

generations of dislocation, subordination and denial of identity 

and culture. This contextualisation would challenge the 
triumphalist colonial mythology that stil! frames indigenous 
and non-indigenous race relations in Australia. The fact that it 

so rarely happens must surely support Grasby's observation on 

the n1edia's role in legitiınising colonialisn1. 

However it is not always possible far the n1edia ta n1obilise 

a discourse of deviancy. During the 1990s,. some of Australia's 
most exalted public institutions lent their weight to Aboriginal 
political den1ands, an1ong then1 Australia's supreıne legal 

authority The l-ligh Court. in the Court's 1992 Mabo decision 
(Mabo v State of Queensland 2, 1992), and later in its 1996 Wik 
decision (Wik Peoples and Thayorrc People v Queensland 
1996), prior Aboriginal ownership of the land was recognised 
for the first time resulting in Aboriginal communities being 
accorded the right ta acccss and use their traditional lands. 

These decisions generated cnorn1ous political controversy, 

spurred on by conservative politics nncl farnıing and nıining 
lobby groups that opposed native title to land. Their rhetorical 
catch cry was that these decisions created uncertainty far 

regional land, owners; that the penduluın had swung too far in 

favour of Aboriginal political demands and that a political 
counter-response was required (John !-loward, 7:30 Report, 
Australian Broadcasting Coınmission, September 4 1997). in 
April 1997, this response came in the farın of the Howard 
Governınent's 10 Point Plan (Commonwealth Government, 
Native Title Amendment Bili. 1997). The 10 Point Plan was the 
Government's proposal to curtail the impact of the High Court's 
decisions by legislative means. lndeed, in some senses it denied 

Aborigines rights that they had held even prior to the landmark 
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High Court rulings it . . generated considerable bl' 
controversy with pastoralists and the ınining indt t. _r:ı. ıc 
once again with the Government in supportin tlıs ıy ıomıng 
legislation. The argument that was pusl d gl ıe proposed 
ever A 1· ıe was t ıat the land of 

y ustra ıan ıvas under threat f 1 . back el O c aını, even private 
yar s. Even though this argument d 

(
Ab · · 1 was emonstrably false 

orıgına and Torres Strait Islander C . . ' . 
received considerable . . . ommıssıon, 1997), ıt 
Michael Mead .pı on1ınence ın the con11nercial media. 

' ows wrıtes of a large front a e l t . 
Queensland newspaper of Ab . . 1 . p, g p ıo o m a 
Saın Wat..'ion with the . or~gına ıvrıter and filnın1aker 
headline 'City Ours Ma~rı:b~;e cıt;cape behind him and the 
Mail 13 D b' ' ne ge an All-Black Leader' (Courier 

' , ecem er 1992 · t d · M d . ' cı e ın Meaclows 2001 · 123) 
. ea ows wrıtes that the pron1inence given th;s h ~ . 

bhıghly questionable, particularly considering tha; ; o lo was 
ut nıuch I . .' 'n ac Jacent 

ess promınent article quolec·l a 1:-1· 1 C . · j ' ıg ı ourt ıu ·I , sayıng t ıat this was not legally possibl M l .' ge 1 1 ~ e. eac ows questions :,;i t ıe p~per gave the Aboriginal elder's clearly ambit claiı; 
l prornınence, ıf ıt wasn't to stir l . . (124)? " ıp non-ınclıgenous passions 

tıvo in an~therdanalysis of the media reporling at the time in 
ma1oı an respected ne Hcmld 1 t·l . wspapers, Tlıc Sydııcy Momiııg 

anc 1e natıonal newspa ~ TJ 
Bullimore (1999) c1· 1 'per ıc Aııstmlimı, Kim 

ıscusses t ıe relatıve paucily of Ab . . 1 
voice · ıl orıgına 

s ın 1ese papers and how E . . Ab . . )' urocentrıc notıons of 
d. lorıgına ıty appeared to deterınine which Aboriginal , . ' 
ıc appear. She found that ev . 1 voıces 

tl 
. • ery artıc e concerning native f ti 

ıat contaıned an Ab . . 1 . ı e orıgına voıce was counterbalanced b t 
to three that contained no Ab . . 1 . y wo 
comınent did a . orıgına voıces. Where Aboriginal 
tl f 'ppear, ıt was most frequently accompanied by 

1re~. t~ ıve n~n-Aboriginal commentators who either refuted 
Abo!lgınal claıms or spoke on behalf of Ab . . 1 el 
Moreove tl Ab . . orıgına emancls. 
tl d_r, ıose orıgınal representatives that did appear . 
ıe me ıa were those that • 1 ın l . were cu turally approved' withi 

c on1ınant Eurocenh·ic discourse of Ab . . . n a 
argues that cultu 1 . orıgınalıty. Bullimore 

ra approval requıres that the Aboriginal 

reams., . . ·ı 1 S 
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look Aboriginal and have demonstrable contact _with 
person b . the domınant 
traditional Aboriginal people, these eıng . 
. ·f· f 'real' Aborigines within this discourse. Moreover, ıt 

sıgnı ıers o ' bl • Ab · ·nal 
is precisely these signifiers that im\risboln 'accept~ ~ode;::i~n is 

. . the trope of the no e savage . representatıves ın Ab · · l 
1 . "b"lity and it is these moderate orıgına a key to tus possı ı , 1 lOP. t 

' l :\" lled on in the debate over t ,e om 
leaders tl1at t 1e mec ıa ca . sentations of 
Plan. Bullimore concludes that whıle retlpre d" d 10 r 20 

. ore positive than 1ey ı o Aborigines may appeaı m th d . t 
. 1 . till determined by e omınan ears ago 'theır portraya ıs s 

~li:e's co~cept of Aboriginality .. This concept fails to portra~ 
. . that reflects the kaleıdoscope o Aborigines ın a n1anneı b . . 1 · t 

. . 1 . 1 t"ty' Thus Eurocentric notions of A orıgına ı y 
Aborıgına "en 

1 
· ' . f Aborigines who 

1 ·r te media representatıon o 
preclude as egı nna ' . . d d f anthenticity 
do not comply with non-ındıgenous stan ar s o 

(79). 

. ·b d group of Aborigines The notion that only a cırcumscrı e h 

b ded the status of authenticity relates strongly to t e 
can e accor l · ·ı I his book 

- f the discourse of Aborigina prıvı ege. n . , en1ergence o d · orting 
T!ıe Myllı of Privilcgc, Stephen Mickler analyses ıne l ıa rep f the 
f tl 1930s onwards to uncover a geneo ogy o 

dr.on1 1e I-lı"s aim is to uncover how it is that in conteınporary 
ıscourse. ~ ' f d rate 

Ab . . 1 people ,, can be spoken o. as a espe ' discourse orıgına . 
, . b th and akin to a neo-aristocracy ın social underclass ın one rea ' 

the next?" (13). 

Mickler notes how the segregation and incarcehratio';,, ~f 
. 1 1 art of the twentıet cen ı y Aborigines on reserves ın t 1e ear y p l . . 

. h "ndigenous popu atıons. resulted in a limited contact wıt non-ı I 
This context was reflected in the tendency of newspape'.s to r_e y 

official voices-adn1inistrators, politicians, mıssıo~arıes, 
on Aboriginal ıssues. 
social welfare authorities-to comment o_n. . . uction of 
With the abolition of the reserves and the officıal ıntrod l . 

assimilation policy, Aboriginal people were more pr:::a:t :: 
rural towns and communities. Newspapers ' . ı 

. . f called 'ordinary Australıans incorporate the opınıon o so-
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whose prognostications on the failure of assimilation policy 
increasingly blaıned the Government for an inadequate 
provision of services to Aborigines. Mickler writes that: 

... il is really al 1/ıis poinl 1/ıat we caıı spcak ofa distincl 
clıange in liıe way relatioııs betweeıı t!ıe slale, 1/ıe pııblic aııd 
Aborigiııes were configured in news reporling ... 'tize 
problem', and Aboriginality itself, was na longer slrictly tlıe 
province of native adnıinistrators, nıissionaries and other 
experts. Tlzis expert kııowledge was ııow seen la be clıallenged 
by loca/ experience, conznıonsense and practical ıvisdonı of 
good down-on-1/ıe-farm Aııstralians. Tize slate had lası ils 
monopoly over 1/ıe production of public ıııeaning abouı 
Aboriginal affairs and in tize process of tlzis loss can be scen 
1/ıe re-emergence ofa body of pııblic opinion 1/ıal is sceptical, 
increduloııs and lzoslile lo slale Aborigiııal policıJ. Nane of 
1/ıis woııld have been possilılc, of coıırse, far ıııelropolilaıı 
rcaderslıips al leasl [wlzo lıad little conlacl willı Aborigines], 
wilhoul news visualising Aboriginal affairs (120). 

ünce this new space for popular sentiment was opened up, 
it was a matter of inflection rather than redefinition to argue 

that the state was doing too much far Aborigines rather than not 
enough. Those far whom too much was being done were the 
n1ore visible residents of rural con1munities or cities, as opposed 

to the 'real' traditional Aborigines who remained aut of sight. in 

this manner, the discourse of Aboriginal privilege intersected 
with tlıat of Aboriginal authenticity, placing a double burden of 
illegitimacy on rura] and urban Aboriginies. By the 1970s, the 
inflection was ınanifest in the argument of conservative West 
Australian politician Reg Withers "tlıat the Commonwealth is 
discriminating against whites with grants and subsidies it pays 
far the secondary education of children of Aboriginal descent" 
(West Australian, May 1972 cited in Mickler, 1998: 10). Thus, the 
idea and myth of Aboriginal privilege is born, to be 
subsequently nurtured by conservatives and influential media 
commentatörs, notably the talkback radio 'shock jocks' 
discussed by Mickler (1998)' The media's frequent articulation 
of this discourse of privilege ıneant that, by 1995, Pauline 
Hanson's views on Aborigines could be considered 'populist'. 

2 
We're .-ılso skk to de.-ıth of 
the privileges .::ıv.-ıil.::ıb!e to 
Aborigin.::ıls thııt .::ıren't 
nvııil.::ıb!t! to otlwr 
Austr.-ı!iJns', Cııl!cr to The 
S.ıttk>r File, Pt>rtll t.ılkb.-ıck 
rndio show, August 1991) 
(Miı:kler, 1998: 10). 
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Olympic Dreams - Who's Dreaming Now? 

The earHer cliscussion on the n1anner in which indigenous 

politics is bound up with contestation over representations of 

Aboriginality is, of course, pertinent to the Opening Ceremony's 
reconciliatory dreanling. Cathy Freen1an whor the suggestion is, 

personifies contemporary Aboriginality, lit the torch. In keeping 
with the reading of the Cereınony as politically subversive, it 

was an apt choice. On several occasions, Cathy Freen1an had 
made known her support lor Aboriginal se!f-determination and 

her abhorrence of the Howard Government's policies. 
Preceding Cathy Freen1an were the indigenous singers and 
dancers who wore traditional adornment and enacted several 

traditional acts of welcome. In the colonial space between these 
two symbols of Aboriginality there was silence concerning 

Australia's indigenous peoples. Captain Cook arri;ed, the 
Australian bush ranger Ned Kelly burst on the scene, and the 

boot-scootin, toe-tappin', thigh-slappin' future of Australia 
began. From then on, we coulcl have been almost anywhere in 

the Anglo-Celtic world, except lor the clisplay of popular 

national iconography, such as the Australian clothes line and 
the corrugatecl iron. Following the arrival of Captain Cook, 
there was one an1biguous mon1ent that n1ight have explained 

the silence of Aboriginal colonial history. Unexplainecl gun 

shots rang out over the stadium, but rather than signifying the 
Aboriginal experience of dispossession they insteacl symbolised 

the subversive activities of nineteenth century bush rangers. 

T 
1 

Without the truth of Aboriginal clispossession, this was 

indeed a sanitised version of Australian history. The rehısal to 
link together the Aboriginal past with its present and future left 

the spectators and viewers with only two representations of 

Aboriginal identity-Aboriginality as tradition and Aboriginality 
as assin1ilation. The eınphasis on tradition repıJduces the 

infontalising trope of the priınitive, giving weigl:t to what 

Robert Ariss describes as, "popular European folk models 
which cling to ınore conservative constructions-tl1e corroborree, 
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the boomerang, the nakcd savage ekiag aut an exiStence in t1 e 
harsh desert environment" (1988· 133 't d . . 

1 

13). This s mb . . . ' cı e ın Jennıngs, 1993: 
y ohc conservatısm undern1ines the notion of 

cotemporary Aboriginality as diverse and creative. On the 
ot ,er hane\, Cathy Freeman as representative of contempo . 
urban Aborigi l' t raı y, . na ı y, attests to the on-going possibility of the 
suc~essftıl frmtıon of assimilation. In this highly individualistic 
spoı t, she has well ancl truly macle it in a white man's worlcl 
Cathy Freeman as symbol is thus antithetical to the more raclicaİ 
artıculatıon of conten1porary Aboriginality as difference. 

tl 6 argument therefore is that the indigenous presence at 
,e penıng Ceremony enabled simultaneously both 

progressıve and regressive readings of the Ab . . 1 l . 
Aush· l' 1 . orıgına p ace ın 
. a ıan 1ıstory. The progressive element was the audacity f 
ıntertwınıng Abo · · 1 b . 

0 

. . rıgına sym olısm so intimately with 
Australıan hıstory, particularly in the current political context 
1-Iowever, to do so with such reifiecl notions of iclentity on! . 
gıves substance to reg:fessive readings of contem . y 
Ab · · l' poı ary 

I 
ordıgına ıty. Safe Aboriginality, for white Australia it seems is 

t 1e ıstant pası of Ab · · l c1· ' . c1· 'el . . angına tı·a ıtion and the present of 
ın ıvı ualıshc sport' 

J
. . , mg prowess. Coulcl the emphasis on the 

trac ıtıonal in the Openin C . . M . g eıemony be an mstance of what 

Ab
arc~a. Langton describes as the increasing desire of non-
orıgınal people "t k b l o ma e personal rehabiliative statements 

~ ou't t ~e ~~original ~probleın' and to consume and rcconsume 
t ,e prıınıtıve"' (10)? Could the C b 

d
. eremony e read as a 

gran ıose exercise i bl' l . · l n pu ıc re 1abılitation· something 
orc ,et·ated to make we colonisers feel safe aı,; better about 

our P ace m the world? To ask this question evokes one of the 
con~tant criticisms of the reconciliation moveınent by ı 
~ad~cal Aborigines, this being that it is an exercise . nore 
ındıge ıı· . h ın non-

nous se -rıg teousnessr not in justice The O . 
Ceremon . l 11 . penıng 

. . y mıg 1t we have n1ade many nan-indi enous 
Austıalıans feel better, but what d'd 't d f l g .. l 1 ı o ar t 10se Aborıgmal 
peop e who have long sought recognition of gross injustice and 
soıne n1eagre farın of con1pensation? Not much, I expect. 
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An Analysis of Press Coverage of 
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Abstract 
This article aims to ana!yse how the mainstream Turkish press constructed European 
identity and the meaning of being apart of Europe in the news durlng the peri od in which 
Turkey's candidacy was accepted at the EU Helsink(Sumınit in December 1999. The artlcle 
begins by summarising the history of Turkey-EU relations, The findings ofa qualitative 
analysis of the news in three dailies is then discussed by focusing on the actors, their 
dispositions, the themes-which are discussed under the headings: the meaning of Europe 
and the EU, expectations from the EU; economic elements, conditlons of and obstac!es to 
the EU; political e!ements-and the ways these themes are expressed, finally, the article 
argues that the newspapers analysed make up sensationalist news when rendering the EU 
newsworthy. Furthermore, headlines of the stories analysed and some extracts from these 
stories are provided in the article. 
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